Stickiness Project

As a project management / knowledge sharing tool

Tiki should send out emails when interesting content shows up for **my** interests.

- **Activity Streams**
- **Notifications Revamp**
- Add a select box to monitor each own's forum post, comments or tracker submission or wiki page at post time
- PluginTrackerlist should have a watch category eye next to each category (or something)
- **Watch** items and categories
  - Group Watch
- **alert**
- **organic groups**
- Send me an email anytime keyword X appears in a bug report, a wiki page, tag, etc.
- Easy to get in touch with people with similar interests
- Dashboard of state of the site (Number of open bugs, etc.)
- [make a toolbar like WikiHow](http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sticky_content)
- **Offline** version / desktop connector to receive messages, etc.

- **Sticky**